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WARNING

HIGH VOLTAGE
is used in the operation of this equipment.

DEATH ON CONTACT
may result if personnel fail to observe safety precautions.

Learn the areas containing high voltage
in each piece of equipment.

Be careful not to contact. high-voltage or 115-volt ac input connections
when installing or operating t his equipment.

Before working inside the equipment, turn power off and ground points of
high potential before touching them.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Flashing-Rate  Range:  110  to 25,000  fkhes per m]nute  in  three
direct-reading  ranges: 110  to 690, 670to4170, :Lnd 4000  to 25,000.

speeds up to 250,000  rpm can be measured.
Accuracy:  + 1 ~. of dial reading  after  calibration  on middle r:~ngc.

Calibration:  Two  panel  adjustments  permit calibration  against
power-line  frequency.
Flash  Duration:  Approximately  0.8,  1.2,  and  3 ps for high-, mc-
dium-,  and low-speed ranges,  rmpcctivcly,  me~surcd at )4 peak
intensity.

Peak Light  Intensity:  Typical  on high-,  medium-,  and  lo!v-speed
ranges, respectively,  0.6,  3..5,  and  11 million  beam  candles  (6 X 10s,
3.5 X 10’,  and 11 X 106  Iux at 1 meter distance  at the center of
the beam); for single  flash, 18 mll]ion }wanl  candles  (18 X 10’  ]UX
at 1 meter distance at the center of the beam).

Reflector  Beam Angle:  10°  at half-intensity  points.

Output  Trigger:  600-  to 800-V  negative pulse avadable  at panel
jack.

External Triggering:  The fhsh  can he triggered  by the opening  of :a
Inmllanieal  contartor or by u 6-V, peak-to-peak,  sign:~l (2-V, rms,
sine-wave  signal  do~vn  to 5 c/s).

Power Required:  105  to 125  or 210 to 250 V, ,50 to 400 c/s.
Maximum power input is 35 W.

Accessories  Supplied:  Adjustable  neck strap, plug to fit Input  and
output jacks,  spare fuses.
Accessories  Available:  TYPE 1531-P2  Flash  Delay snd TYPE
1536-A  Photoelectric  Pickoff  , TYPE 1539-A  Strobodavc  lvith
TYPE 1531-P4  Trigger  Cable , and TYPE 1532-D  Strobolume
with TYPE 1532-P3  Trigger  Cable

Mechanical  Data: Flip-Tilt  Case

.Vet ,Shippiny

li’idth Hei(jhl
!

Dqlt /? li”eiqht Jt”eiflht

in ?!) tlt in
I

)rtll! itL ))1 ))/ 1/) k<] lh li(j
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t Includes  kmr,dle.

See  also General  A’dio  Experimenter,  September

U.S.  Patent  Nos. 2,966,257  and 2,977,508.

1960.
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SECTION 1

I N T R O D U C T I O N

1-1. PURPOSE.
The Type 1531 Strobotac is a versatile flashing-light source that

is used to measure the speed of fast-moving objects or to produce the
optical effect of stopping or slowing down high-speed motion for purposes
of observation, analysis, or high-speed photography.

1-2. DESCRIPTION.

1.2.1 GENERAL.

The Type 1531 is a portable electronic
high-intensity, short-duration, flash of light.
a strobotron lamp and reflector, an electronic

stroboscope that emits a
The instrument includes
pulse generator that con -

trols the flashing rate, and a line-operated power supply. A built-in
calibration system utilizes the power-line frequency for checking and
adjusting the flashing -rate calibration,

The strobotron lamp and reflector assembly is mounted on a swivel
arm which can be pivoted 180°; the reflector can be turned 360°. Thus,
the operator can conveniently aim the light beam in almost any direction
while the instrument is hand-held or mounted in a stationary position. The
high -intensity light will adequately illuminate most moving objects - even
in relatively high ambient light - and it permits observation of distant
and difficult-to-illuminate objects, in otherwise inaccessible areas.

The Type 1531 Strobotac is housed in the General Radio Flip-Tilt
case, which protects the instrument when it is not in use and also serves
as a convenient support for the instrument during operation (see Figure
1 -1). When in use, the instrument can be held in the operator’s hands.
placed on any convenient
or supported by the neck

flat surface, mounted on a conventional tripod,
strap provided.



Figure1-1.
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1.2.2. CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS.

All controls and connectors are conveniently located on the panel
of the instrument. See Figure 1-1 for location of controls and connectors
referred to in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1

Ref

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS
(see Figure l-l)

Name 1 Use

POWER Switch Turns power on and off.

RPM Control Controls flashing rate of light by rotating
fluted rim. Dial is calibrated directly in
revolutions per minute.

Range Switch Selects any of three RPM (internal oscil -
Iator) ranges, plus three external -input
positions:

RPM Ranges External Input
110-690 RPM – High Intensity – 700 RPM max 
670-4170 RPM - Med Intensity – 4000 RPM max*
4000

CALibration
Indicator Lamp

HIGH CAL,
LOW CAL

OUTPUT TRIGGER
Jack

INPUT Jack

Reflector -Lamp
Assembly

Power Cord

Holder Pin

-25,000 – Low Intensity -25,000 RPM max

Indicates correct setting of Calibration
adjustments (Ref. 5) for calibrating RPM
dial to power-line frequency.

Calibration adjustments used for calibra-
ting RPM dial.

Trigger pulse available at this jack for
triggering Strobotac Types 1531 and 1538,
Type 1539 Stroboslave, or Type 1532 Stro -
bolume. (Refer to paragraph 2.9 and 2.10
for connection cables required.)
Used for connecting Stroboscope to external
synchronizing signal from electrical device
or mechanical contactor.
Produces and aims flashing light.

Permanently attached six -foot power cord.
For storage, cord is wound clockwise around
range-switch knob and reflector; plug is
secured by sliding it onto holder pin (Ref
10),

Secures plug-end of power cord when in-
strument is to be scored in case.

‘Flashes at 3600 rpm until external signal is plugged in.
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tABLE 1-3

1-3. ACCESSORIES.
Table 1-2 1ists the accessories supplied with the Type 1531 Strob-

otac.

Table 1-2

ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED

Part Number Description Quantity

1531-7070 Neck Strap 1

4270-1100 Plug, for input and output jacks 1

5330-1000* Fuse, 0.5A, for 115-V operation 2

5330-0700* Fuse, 0.25A, for 230-V operation 2

* Fuses supplied for voltage specified.

1-4. AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT.
Table 1-3 lists General Radio accessorv equiment and auxiliary

light sources available for use with the Type 1531 Strobotac.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT
AND LIGHT SOURCES

Type

1531-P2

1536

1531-P3

1531

1538

1539

1532

Description

ACCESSORIES
Flash Delay (used with Type
1536 Photoelectric Pickoff.

Photoelectric Pickoff (used with
Type 1531-P2 Flash Delay).
Surface Speed Wheel.

LIGHT SOURCES

Strobotac Electronic Stroboscope

Strobotac Electronic Stroboscope

Stroboslave

Strobolume

Refer to Section 2 (OPERATING PROCEDURE) and APPENDIX for details
describing the use of this equipment with the Type 1531 Strobotac.
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OPERATING PROCEDURE

2-1. POWER REQUIREMENTS.
The Type 1531 Strobotac operates from a line frequency of 50 to

400 cycles, and from either a 105- to 125-volt, 195- to 235-volt, or 210-
to 250-volt line input as noted on the plate located just above the power
cord, The instrument is normally supplied for either 105- to 125-volt
or 195- to 235-volt operation, but can be modified for 210- to 250-volt
operation (refer to paragraph 4.4.3 and Figure 4-7).

2-2. OPENING THE CASE.

To open the case for operation:

a. Set the instrument on a flat surface so that it is resting on its
rubber feet.

b. Unlock the case by sliding the two slide pins (one on each side)
away from the handle. (It may be necessary to push down on the top of
the instrument to release these pins.)

c. Using the palm of the hand, push the handle down as far as
possible. With the other hand, swing the instrument to the desired angle.
Lower the instrument onto the rubber gasket by slowly releasing the
handle. The instrument will be held in position by its friction against
the gasket at any angle from vertical to about 30°. However, since the
case is not locked in position, it may not stay in a tilted position under
severe vibration. If the instrument is to be hand-held, lower the case
into the cover and lock it in position by sliding the locking buttons to-
ward the handle.

2-3. CLOSING THE CASE.
Before closing the instrument,

panel with the transparent reflector
push the reflector down against the
cover facing up. Turn the range-
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switch bar knob to the 4000 –25,000 RPM position and wrap the power
cord clockwise around the knob and reflector. Secure the power-cord
plug by sliding the ground terminal of theplug onto the holder pin (10,
Figure 1-1). Lift the instrument until it is free to pivot on the handle
and lower it into the case.

2-4. TURNING INSTRUMENT ON.
The following precautions should be observed before turning the

stroboscope on:

a. Before plugging the power connector into a power receptacle,
make certain the power corresponds to the data on the plate above the
power cord on the panel.

b. The power plug has three terminals. For operator safety, the
third pin on the power plug must be properly grounded.

Pivot the reflector assembly to an upright position and snap the
power switch on. The stroboscope will be ready for use in about 10 seconds.

2-5. POSITIONING THE STROBOSCOPE.
The light beam can be aimed in almost any direction by means of

the swivel arm and the rotating reflector. The intensity of the light pulse
is so high that it is usually not necessary to place the unit very close
to the object being viewed. If the instrument is to be held for a long time
the neck strap can be used to provide added support. The neck strap can
be adjusted to any one of three lengths. To install the strap, slip the
appropriate slots in the strap over the buttons projecting from the side
of the case.

2-6. ADJUSTING THE FLASHING RATE.
The flashing rate of the strobotron lamp is adjusted by means of

the RPM control. To operate this control, grasp the fluted transparent
rim which surrounds the range mask. The over -all frequency range of
the Stroboscope is divided into three overlapping ranges, selected by the
range -switch bar knob. Windows on the range mask reveal only the range
in use. A red line inscribed below the RPM dial indicates the frequent y
setting in flashes per minute (corresponding to rpm) for speed measure -
ments. The frequency limits for each range are marked near the appro -
priate window. The range switch has no limit stops and can therefore be
rotated continuously. The rotation of the RPM control, however, is limited
to 300 degrees by stops.

2-7. Self Test.

2.7.1 GENERAL.

If the instrument is to be used for speed measurements, the RPM
dial should be calibrated with respect to the power -line frequency. The
Type 1531 Strobotac will normally remain calibrated for a considerable
period of time, unless significant changes occur in ambient temperature
or in the power -line voltage.
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To. TEST the stroboscope, proceed as follows:

a. Allow the instrument to warm up for about 10 minutes.
b. Refer to SELF TEST table in the instrument cover or to Table

2-1 for the HIGH CAL and LOW CAL RPM dial settings indicated for the
power -line frequency being used. Turn the range switch to the corres -
pending range required to make these settings.

c. Set the RPM dial to the exact HIGH CAL RPM dial setting called
for in the SELF TEST table.

d. Adjust the HIGH CAL screwdriver control until the on -off pattern
of the CAL neon indicator lamp stops, or nearly stops (refer to para -
graph 2.7.2),

e. Set the RPM dial at the exact LOW CA L RPM dial setting indicated
in the SELF  TEST table and adjust the LOW CA L screwdriver control until
the on-off pattern of the CAL neon indicator lamp stops, or nearly stops.

f. Return the RPM dial to the HIGH CAL RPM setting. If the CAL
indicator lamp blinks on and off too rapidly, repeat steps d, e, and f.
This step is usually not necessary unless the LOW CAL adjustment was
changed substantially.

g. The RPM dial is now calibrated to within 1% on all scales.

Table 2-1
SELF TEST DATA

Powe+Line RPM Dial Settings
Frequency HIGH CAL LOW CAL .

50 3000 750

60 3600 900

400 24,000 6000

2.7.2 SELF TEST ERROR.
The action of the CAL indicator lamp is used to determine when

either of the HIGH CAL or LOW CAL adjustments are properly set. Ex -
tremely slow on-off action of the lamp indicates the calibration setting
is very close to the line frequency and generlly accurate enough for
most speed measurements. If desired, the SELF TEST error can be
calculated as follows:

a. First, observe the period (in seconds) required for the CAL
indicator lamp to complete one full cycle – on to off to on again, for
example.

Then, calculate the SELF
RPM

line frequency (c/s) xT

TEST error by:

= rpm error
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where T = time (in seconds) for one cycle of CAL indicator lamp

Example - if the CAL lamp period equals 2 seconds, the line frequency
is 60 c/s, and the RPM dial is set at 900; the SELF TEST error is:

900
— . 7.5 rpm
60X2

2-8 SPEED MEASUREMENT.

2.8.1 FUNDAMENTAL SPEED.

When measuring the rotational speed of an object, it is recommended
that the RPM dial be set initially at a higher flashing rate than the speed
of the object. Then, slowly reduce the flashing rate until the first single
image is observed. At this point, the flashing rate of the stroboscope
will be equal to the rotational speed of the object, and the speed can be
read directly from the RPM dial.

when using the middle - or low-speed ranges, simply switch to the
next higher range without moving the RPM dial setting to check whether
the stroboscope is flashing at the fundamental speed of the object. Since
the ratio between ranges is exactly 6:1, six images will appear at the
next higher range, if the stroboscope has been set to the fundamental
speed. If only three images appear, for example, then the stroboscope
has been set to one-half the correct frequency. On the high-speed range,
it is necessary to double the speed setting to check for fundamental-speed
operation. A double image should occur when the frequency setting is
doubled. If the fundamental speed of the device being measured is above
12,500 rpm, it is not possible to check for correct speed setting by the
method outlined above. In this case, refer to paragraph 2.8.3.

(3) With practice, and especially when the approximate speed of the
object can be estimated, an operator can accurately measure the speed of
rotating objects quickly, and with confidence. It is necessary, however,
to thoroughly understand the following basic principles involved in making
speed measurements with a stroboscope:

 The operator must distinguish between single and multiple images.
Odd shaped objects usually cause little difficult y, but objects which are
Symmetrical in shape (gear, disc, fan, etc) must be marked to provide
a visiblee reference (refer to PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION, paragraph
3.1.2.).

 Multiple images will always be observed when the stroboscope
flashing rate is set to a multiple of the fundamental speed of the object.

 When reducing the flashing rate from a rate higher than the funda -
mental speed of the object, the first single image will be seen when the
flashing rate is equal to the fundamental speed.

 When the flashing rate is below the fundamental speed of the object,
single and multiple images will be observed. The single images will
always occur at integral submultipIes of the fundamental speed of the
object (refer to paragraph 2.8.2).
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2.8.2 SUBMULTIPLE  SPEED MEASUREMENTS.

If the Type 1531 Strobotac is set to flash at an integral submultiple
of the fundamental speed of a rotating object, a single image will be ob -
served, just as it will at the fundamental speed. At flashing rates between
these submultiple, multiple images will be observed. Table 2-2, for
example, shows the number of images that will be obtained at various
stroboscope flashing rates (below the fundamental speed) of a device
rotating at exactly 1800 rpm.

Note the numerical relationship between the numerator of the sub-
multiple fraction and the corresponding number of images seen. This
relationship will always hold true, regardless of the speeds involved.
Table 2-2 lists only a few of the more useful submultiple speeds and
corresponding images; many other multiple images are possible (for
example, five images will be seen at 5/7, 5/8, etc.).

Submultiple flashing is necessaryo to observe or measure the speed
of objects moving at rates above 25,000 rpm. Refer to paragraph 2.8.3
for the method of determining the fundamental speed when submultiple
operation is necessary.

Table 2-2

SUBMULTIPLE SPEED/lMAGE RELATIONSHIP

Sumbmultiples of
Fundamental

Speed (1800 rpm)

1

5/6
4/5
3/4
2/3
3/5
1/2
2/5
1/3
l /4
1/5
l /6

Number 0f
images Seen*

1

5
4
3
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
1

RPM Dial
Setting

1800

1500
1440
1350
1200
1080

900
720
600
450
360
300

*At dial settings above fundamental speed, multiple images
always occur. Refer to Table 4-1.

2.8.3 MEASUREMENT OF SPEEDS ABOVE 25.000 RPM.

Speeds up to about 250,000 rpm can be accurately determined by
calculations based on submultiple measurements. The procedure is as
follows :
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a. Starting at 25,000 rpm, decrease the flashing rate of the strob -
oscope until a single image is obtained. Record the RPM dial setting and
call it X.

b: Continue to decrease the RPM dial setting slowly. Watch the
changing images carefully, and stop when the next single image occurs.
Record the RPM dial setting as Y.

c. Calculate the harmonic number, n, by:

X-Y
and round off the value of n to the nearest whole number.

d. Calculate the fundamental speed, Sf, by:

S f= nX

Example:

If X is 22,500 and Y is 16,800 , then:
16,800

n = = 2.95 = 3
22,500-16,800

and the fundamental speed is:

Sf = 3 x 22,500 = 67,500 rpm

2.8.4 LOW-SPEED OPERATION.

The measurement of speeds (below 600 rpm) on the low range of
the Type 1531 may be difficult because of flicker resulting from lack of
persistence-of -vision. It is recommended that these measurements be
made in a darkened environment, or that the operator wear dark glasses,
in order to reduce the confusing effect of high ambient room lighting on
the pattern observed.

Speeds below 110 rpm can be measured by means of multiple images.
For example, if the flashing rate of the stroboscope is twice the funda-
mental speed of the device, two images, 180 degrees apart, will appear.
At three times the fundamental speed, three images, 120 degrees apart
will appear. Refer to paragraph 3.1.2 for illustrations. This multiple-
image technique can also be used for higher speeds, within the range
of the Type 1531, where flicker makes it difficult to tell when the correct
flashing rate is obtained (for example, between 110 and 600 rpm).

2.8.5 SLOW -MOTION STUDIES,

High -speed motion can be reproduced by the stroboscope at an
apparently much lower speed if the rotating or reciprocating motion occurs
at a constant rate.

If the flashing rate of the instrument is set at a speed slightly lower
than the fundamental speed of the observed object, the object will appear
to move slowly in the same direction as the actual motion, at a speed
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equal to the difference between the actual speed of the object and the
flashing rate of the stroboscope.

If the flashing rate is set slightly higher than the speed of the object
being observed, the same slow motion will result, but in the opposite
direction.

This stroboscopic technique of slowing down motion can be ex -
tremely useful in investigating the operation of a device under normal
operating conditions. Excessive vibration, misalignment of parts, mode
of vibration of equipment on a shake table, operation of vibrating reeds,
actual relation between traveler and thread during a complete revolution
of the traveler on a textile spinning frame -these are only a few examples
of slow-motion studies that are possible with the Type 1531.

2-9. EXTERNAL SYNCHRONIZATION

2.9.1 SYNCHRONIZING TO POWER-LINE FREQUENCY.

When using a 50- or 60-cycle power line, synchronization of the
flashing rate is obtained automatically by setting the range switch to the
LINE /EXT INPUT position. For 400-cycle operation, set the range switch
to the EXT INPUT, LOW INTENSITY position and inject a 400-cycle
signal at the INPUT jack (refer to paragraph 2.9.5).

2.9.2 USE WITH FLASH DELAY AND PICKOFF.

Two very useful accessories for the stroboscope are the Type
1531 -P2 Flash Delay and the Type 1536 Photoelectric Pickoff. The com-
bination of these three instruments makes it possible to synchronize the
flash of the Type 1531 with the moving object at any desired point in the
cycle of operation of the object. These synchronizing devices can operate
at very high speeds and do not load the machine under observation. See
Figure 2-1.

The Type 1531-P2 Flash Delay is a small, portable, time-delay
unit that is used to insert a controlled delay period between an externally
generated trigger pulse and the resulting light flash from the stroboscope.
The flash delay also provides a convenient method of obtaining single-
flash photographs at any desired point in the cycle of the moving object.

The Type 1536 Photoelectric Pickoff is used to convert the motion
of a moving object to electrical impulses that can be applied to the strob -
oscope. It consists of a light source, a simple cylindrical optical system,
and a photocell. Variations in ref Iectivity, produced by the motion of the
object being observed, produce electrical signals which are amplified,
delayed, and shaped by the Flash Delay, and then fed to the stroboscope.
Power for both the photocell and the lamp are supplied by the Type
1531 -P2 Flash Delay.

The reader should refer to the Operating Instructions for the Type
1531 -P2 Flash Delay and the Type 1536 Photoelectric Pickoff for further
information concerning these instruments and their use with the Type
1531 Stroboscope.
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Figure 2-1. Synchronization of Type 1531 Strobotac with rotating cam, using Type
1531-P2 Flash Delay ond Type 1536 Photoelectric Pickoff.

2.9.3 USE WITH LINEAR SPEED WHEEL.
The Type 1531-P3 Linear Speed Wheel is used with the Type 1531

for accurate measurement of linear speeds of moving objects, such as
belts. This combination can also be used to determine the surface speeds
of rotating devices, such as wheels, drums, rollers, etc., as well as
the relative speeds of multiple V-belts and other groups of moving ob-
jects. See Figure 2-2.

The Linear Speed Wheel consists of two black nylon wheels of
difrerent diameters, freely turning on opposite ends of a steel rod. The
three six-inch rod sections supplied have threaded ends so that one, two,
or three lengths can be used. A 1/16-inch white radial strip and the pro-
per speed-ratio data are marked on the surface of each wheel.

In use, the selected wheel is pressed against the moving object
whose linear or surface speed is to be measured, and the rotating wheel
is illuminated by the flashing light of the stroboscope. The dial of the

12



Figure 2-2. Measuring belt speed on a sanding machine, using Type
1531 Strobotac ond Type 1531-P3 Linear Speed Wheel.

stroboscope is then adjusted to produce the proper stationary image. The
linear speed of the moving object is determined from the stroboscope
dial reading.

The range of surface speeda that can be measured with the large
wheel is 50 to 12,500 FPM (feet per minute); with the small wheel the
range is 10 to 2500 FPM. Press the appropriate wheel against the
moving surface just firmly enough to prevent any slipping.

The large wheel is suitable for the measurement of relatively high
linear speeds, It has a circumference of 0.5 foot and is marked “SINGLE
IMAGE, FPM = RPM ÷ 2”. Adjust the stroboscope dial to the highest set-
ing that produces a single stationary image. (NOTE: To check the dial
setting, switch the stroboscope to the next higher range. If the original
setting was correct, six images will now be produced.) The linear speed
of the moving surface in feet per minute is the stroboscope dial reading
divided by 2.

The small wheel, suitable for the measurement of relatively slow
linear speeds, has a circumference of 0.2 foot and is marked "2 IMAGES,
RPM ÷ 10”. Adjust the stroboscope dial so that a double stationary image
is obtained. The image will appear as a full-diameter line on the wheel,
(NOTE: To check the dial setting, turn the stroboscope dial to half of its
double -image value. If the original setting was correct, a single image
will now be produced.) The linear speed of the moving surface in feet
per minute is the stroboscope dial reading divided by 10.
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2.9.4 USE WITH A CONTACTOR.

For low -speed application (below 1000 rpm), where significant
speed variations are encountered, it may be desirable to use a mech -
anical contactor, such as the General Radio Type 1535, for synchroni -
zation and phasing. The phase adjustment of this contact or is independent
of the speed of rotation. The Type 1531 stroboscope will flash on the
opening of the mechanical contact (refer to paragraph 3.2.7),

NOTE
Before connecting the contactor to the strobo-
scope, make sure the range switch is not in any
one of the EXT INPUT positions. This precaution
will prevent holdover of the thyratron when the

the range switch can be set to any desired posi-
tion. If  the stroboscope fails to flash because
of holdover. turn the instrument off, and then
on again after 10 seconds (refer to paragraph
3-2.2).

After making sure the range switch is not in an EXT INPU
connect the contactor to the INPUT jack, using the standard
supplied. Then the synchronization procedure is as follows:

T position,
phone plug

a. Set the range switch to one of the EXT INPUT positions, depend-
ing on the speed of the object being observed. The maximum speeds
indicated can be exceeded up to the point where the lamp flashes errati -
tally. Generally, the highest intensity position that allows satisfactory
flashing of the instrument should be used.

b. Set the RPM control fully clockwise. If this control is not fully
clockwise, the flash will occur at a delayed time after the contacts close
and the unit will not operate properly at high speeds.

 c. At speeds above 1000 rpm, some difficulty may result from
multlple flashes when the Type 1535 Contactor is used to synchronize
the stroboscope.

2.9.5 USE OF ELECTRICAL -SIGNAL TRIGGERS.

The instrument can be triggered by any electrical signal of at
least 6 volts peak-to-peak amplitude (maximum of 500 volts). For sine -
wave inputs, the unit will operate with a 2 -volt rms signal down to 5 c/s.

For pulse inputs (i.e., step -wavefront signals), the repet it ion rate
has no minimum value. The instrument can be synchronized with external
signals of frequencies up to at least 24,000 rpm, 400 c/s. (Refer to para -
graph 3.2.7.) Since a positive-going signal is required at the input to flash
the stroboscope, positive pulses are required to synchronize on the lead-
ing edge. Negative pulses will result in a delay, depending on the trailing-
edge characteristics of the input pulse.

To operate the unit from an external electrical signal, turn the
range switch to one of the EXT INPUT positions, depending on the fre -
quency of the driving signal. Connect the external -signal source to the
INPUT jack. Observe the precaution given in NOTE, paragaph 2.9.4.
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In the LINE /EXT INPUT position, the power-line excitation is
automatically removed when a plug is inserted in the INPUT jack. In
the EXT INPUT positions, the RPM control adjusts the sensitivity of the
input circuit. Starting at the fully clockwise position, adjust the RPM
control until satisfactory synchronization is obtained. For large -ampli -
tude inputs, there will be a wide range of settings for the RPM control,
at which the instrument will operate satisfactorily. For small-amplitude
inputs, the range will be correspondingly smaller.

2-10. OPERATION WITH AUXILIARY LIGHT SOURCE.

2.10.1 USE WITH TYPE 1532 STROBOLUME .

When a wider beam of light, or substantially greater light intensity
is needed, a Type 1532 Strobolume can be driven by a Type 1531 Strobotac.
A Type 1532-P3 Trigger Cable is required to connect the two instruments.

Plug the large end of the cable into the OUTPUT TRIGGER jack on
the panel of the stroboscope, and plug the other end of the cable in the
CONTACTOR jack on the Strobolume.

NOTE
The Type 1532-P2B Transformer Cable, used
with the older Type 631-BL stroboscope, cannot
be used with the Type 1531.

A Type 1531 Strobotac can also be used to drive the older Type
1532 -B, or -C Strobolume, but a modified Type 1532-P3 Trigger Cable
is required to connect the two instruments. To modify the cable, simply
replace the phone plug (small end) with the twist -lock plug required for
the older type Strobolume.

2.10.2 USE WITH TYPE 1539 STROBOSLAVE.

The Type 1539 Stroboslave is used with the stroboscope when a
second light source is needed, or when a difficult-to-illuminate object
requires the use of a compact light source, mounted at the end of a flex-
ible cord (see Figure 2-3). Since the Stroboslave has no internal oscil -
later, the trigger signal is supplied by the Type 1531 stroboscope through
a Type 1531 -P4 Trigger Cable. Plug the large end of this cable into the
OUTPUT TRIGGER jack on the panel of the stroboscope, and plug the
other end into the INPUT jack on the panel of the Type 1539 Stroboslave.

2.10.3 MULTIPLE STROBOSCOPE USES.

A second Type 1531, or a Type 1538 stroboscope, can be used in
conjunction with the Type 1531 when a second source of flashing light is
needed. A Type 1531 -P4 Trigger Cable is required to connect the two
instruments. Plug the large end of the cable into the OUTPUT TRIGGER
jack of the “master” Type 1531. Then, plug the small end into the IN-
PUT jack of the “slave” stroboscope; either a Type 1531 or a Type 1538.
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Figure 2-3. Vibration test, using a stroboscope
and a Type 1539 Stroboslave.

. USE IN HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY.
The short duration of the light flash from a Type 1531 Strobotac,

ered by a controlled time -delay pulse from the Type 1532-P2 Flash
y, allows the photographer to capture on the film the image of very
moving objects (see Figure 2-4). The instrument can be triggered

Figure 2-4. Stroboscope, Flash Delay, and Photoelec-
tric Pickoff used for high-speed photography.
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by an external signal (e.g., from a photocell or microphone) for syn-
chronization of a single flash, or can be set to flash at a given rate for
multiple exposures. The entire system should be checked for proper
synchronization before the film is loaded into the camera.

Determining correct film exposure is simplified by the use of a
guide number (GN) that relates the lamp-to-subject distance (d) to the
camera-aperture setting (f):

The guide number, as determined from Figure 2-5, is used for single-
flash applications. When repetitive flashing of the stroboscope is required;
the guide number must be multipled by a correction factor (Guide Number
Multipler - K) taken from Figure 2-6.

It is necessary in computing aperture setting to modify the distance
measured between the stroboscope and the subject. The light from the
unit must be considered as coming from a point 1.5 feet behind the front

Figure 2-5. Guide number versus film speed for Type 1531
intensity settings. Dots for single-flash operatian: see Fig-

ure 2-6 for correction required for repetitive fleshing.
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of the reflector. Therefore, 1.5 feet must be added to the measured
distance between the stroboscope and subject. For example, if this dis -
tance is 2 feet, use 3.5 as the number to be divided into the guide number
to obtain aperture setting.

The guide numbers shown in Figure 2-5 should be regarded as only
a tarting point for obtaining correct exposure. Contrast between subject

Figure 2-6. Guide number correction for repetitive
flashing with a Type 1531 Stroboscope.

and background, type of film, development techniques, and many other
variables should also be taken into consideration. Trial photographs are
most helpful in determining optimum exposure. Follow the film manu -
facturer’s recommendations when processing the film.

For detailed information on the use of the stroboscope for photo-
graphic applications, refer to General Radio’s "Handbook of High -Speed
Photography. "
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P R I N C I P L E S  O F  O P E R A T I O N

3-1.BASIC STROBOSCOPE OPERATION.

3.1.1 WHAT IS A STROBOSCOPE

A stroboscope is a source of flashing light that can be synchronized
with any fast, repetitive motion so that a rapidly moving device seems to
stand still, or to move slowly.

To illustrate this principle, consider the following example:

Assume a white disc, with a single black dot, mounted on
the shaft of an 1800 -rpm motor.

When the disc is rotating at 1800 rpm, it is impossible for
the human eye to distinguish a single image and the dot
will appear to be a blurred continuous circle.

When illuminated by the flashing stroboscope light, syn-
chronized to flash once every revolution of the disc (when
the dot is at 3 o‘clock, for example), the dot will be seen
at this position – and only at this position – at a rate of
1800 times each minute. Thus, the dot will appear to
“freeze” or stand still.
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Now, if the flashing rate of the stroboscope is slowed to
1799 flashes per minute, the dot will be illuminated at a
slightly different position each time the disc revolves,
and the dot will appear to move slowly in the direction of
rotation through 360° and arrive back at its original posi-
tion (3 o ‘clock) one minute later.

A similar movement, but in a direction opposite the ro -
tat ion of the dot, will be observed if the flashing rate of
the stroboscope is increased to 1801 rpm. If desired, the
rate of apparent movement can be speeded up by further
increases or decreases in the stroboscope flashing rate.

When the image is stopped, the flashing rate of the stroboscope
equals the speed of the moving object and, since the flashing rate is
known, the speed of the object is also known. Thus the stroboscope has
a dual purpose of measuring speed and of apparently slowing down or
stopping rapid motion for observation. The practical significance of the
slow -motion effect is that, since it is a true copy of the high-speed motion,
all irregularities (vibration, torsion, chattering, whip) present in the
high -speed motion can be studied.

3.1.2 SINGLE AND MULTIPLE IMAGES.

Single images will occur at the fundamental speed of the object
under observation, and at predictable submultiple of the fundamental
speed. Multiple images will be observed at various speeds above and
below the fundamental speed. Refer to paragraphs 2.8.1 and 2.8.2.

When the Type 1531 Strobotac is used for observation purposes
only, the ability to distinguish between single and multiple images is
usually not necessary. When making speed measurements, however,
the operator must be able to make this distinction. Generally, odd-
shaped (not symmetrical) objects cause little difficult y. Assume, for
example, a fan with only one blade: the single blade will be seen when
a single image occurs, two blades (1800 apart) will be seen when a double
image occurs, three blades (120 0 apart) will be seen when a triple image
occurs, etc.

But when the object is symmetrical in shape (fan with 4 blades, for
example), multiple images cannot always be distinguished from a single
image. This difficult y is easily overcome; simply upset the symmetry
of the object by applying a reference mark with pencil, paint, chalk, tape,
etc. See Figure 3-1.

3-2. CIRCUIT DETAILS.

3 . 2 . 1  G E N E R A L .

The Type 1531 Strobotac consists basically of a strobotron, an
oscillator to determine the flashing rate of the strobotron, and a power



supply, Component designations in the following paragraphs refer to
the schematic diagram, Figure 4-7.

3.2.2 STROBOTRON TUBE.

In most modern stroboscopes, the flash occurs inside a xenon-filled
tube. The gas in the tube is ionized by the rapid discharge of a capacitor.
The gas must then deionize before the next flash can occur. This deioni -
zat ion time sets the limit on the maximum flashing rate of the instrument.
If too high a voltage is applied across the tube before it is deionized, an
erratic condition (continuous conduction) known as “hold-over” will
result.

The strobotron tube contains two main elements, a cathode and an
anode. A discharge capacitor acts as a low impeace source of voltage
across these electrodes, The gas, however, remains non-conducting
(deionized) until a pulse of high voltage is applied to trigger wires inter-

Gear not marked for speed measurement. Simple
observation is possible but observer cannot be
certain if image is single or multiple.

Single image observed with tape applied to one tooth
of gear.

Figure 3-1.

Multiple (double) image observed with tape applied
to one tooth of gear. Images are 180° apart,

Multiple (triple) image observed with tape applied
to one tooth of gear. Images are 120° apart.

Single and multiple
observed with o

images of a rotating gear as
stroboscope.
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spersed between the two electrodes. This trigger pulse ionizes the gas
and causes current to flow through the tube, thus generating an intense
flash of white light.

3.2.3 STROBOTRON CIRCUIT.

The high -voltage output from the trigger circuit is capacitively
coupled from T2 to the strobotron. The coupling capacitors are built into
the ceramic insulator in the swivel neck.

(2) The energy to flash the strobotron is stored in the discharge cap-
acitors C10, Cll, and C14. The correct capacitance for each RPM range
is connected across the strobotron by the range switch. After the stro -
botron flashes, the active capacitors are recharged to 800 volts dc. The
unused capacitors are kept charged to 800 volts to reduce arcing at the
switch contacts when the range-switch setting is changed.

3.2.4 OSCILLATOR.
The flashing rate of the instrument is controlled by an internal os -

cillator. The two sections of the oscillator tube (V1) constitute a bistable
circuit; in such a circuit, one section conducts while the other section
is shut off. Then, very rapidly, the two sections reverse states. Each
section is alternately turned on and off at a rate determined by the values
of resistors and capacitors in the circuit and the voltage setting of R3
(RPM control). Several of these components are adjustable by panel con-
trols. The RPM control is R3; R1 and R5 are the calibration screw -
driver adjustments. The range switch (S2) introduces the proper timing
capacitor into the circuit to step the flashing rate up or down by a factor
of 6.

3.2.5 TRIGGER CIRCUIT.
The output of the oscillator (V1) is applied to the thyratron tube

(V2) through C8. The thyratron, together with C9 and the pulse trans -
former T2, is used to produce the high-voltage pulse necessary to trigger
the strobotron.

3.2.6 POWER SUPPLY.

A voltage -doubler power supply furnishes +400 and -400 volts dc
to operate the strobotron. The +400 -volt supply is filtered by a two -stage
R-C filter to obtain the +250 volt supply. The power transformer is cap-
able of operating on line frequencies ranging from 50 to 400 c/s, and is
normally wired for either 115- or 230-volt operation (see Figure 4-7).

3.2.7 EXTERNAL SYNCHRONIZATION.
For operating with an external synchronizing signal, the oscillator

circuit is converted to a conventional, amplitude -sensitive, bistable cir- 
cuit. The RPM control varies the bias on V1 so that optimum sensitivity 
for sine wave or pulse input signals can be obtained.

(2)The greater the amplitude of the input signal, the greater will be 
the range of bias values that will allow proper flashing of the stroboscope.
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The input circuit can also be driven by an external contactor. In
such operation, half of the dc voltage divider, comprising R32 and R33,
is short -circuited by the closing of the external contactor. The positive
pulse required to operate the thyratron is generated by the input circuit,
upon the opening of the external contactor switch. Thus the flashing is
synchronized with the opening of the switch, not with the closing.

The input impedance at the panel input jack is about 500,000 ohms.
Because of the dc voltage divider, about 50 volts dc is present at the input
terminals.

Three frequency ranges for external input are provided: LOW
INTENSITY, MED INTENSITY and HIGH INTENSITY. Operation above
the maximum frequencies indicated will not damage the strobotron, but
operation may become erratic. On the LOW INTENSITY range, the in-
strument can often be synchronized at frequencies up to 600 c/s (36, 000
rpm) or higher, before the strobotron begins to misfire.

In LINE/EXT INPUT position, the Type 1531 Strobotac is synchroni -
zed with the power-line frequency, by means of an ac voltage from the
power transformer applied to the input circuit. This voltage is removed
from the circuit when a plug is inserted in the INPUT jack. Enough voltage
is available to permit synchronization at all bias (RPM control) settings.

3.2.8 CALIBRATION CIRCUIT.

 To calibrate the frequency dial against power-line frequency, volt-
ages at both the power -line and the flashing-rate frequencies are super -
imposed across a neon bulb (V5).

When the flashing rate of the strobotron equals the power-line fre -
quency, or a multiple or submultiple of it, the voltage across V5 will
remain constant and the bulb will not vary in intensity. Depending upon
the phase relation between the strobotron oscillator and the power-line
voItage, the steady-state condition of the neon bulb may be maximum
intensity, partial intensity, or zero intensity.

If the flashing rate of the strobotron differs from the power-line
frequency, the voltage across the neon bulb will vary, and the intensity
will change, at the difference frequency.

The above calibration can easily be made at many flashing rates
between 600 and 7200 rpm. Below 600 rpm, the flashing rate will pro-
duce the appearance of flicker. The flicker frequency will be super-
imposed on the difference, or beat , frequency described above; when
the flicker is pronounced, it may be difficult to distinguish between the
flicker and the beat frequency. Above 7200 rpm, the variation in inten -
sity may be so slight that calibration is difficult.
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SECTION 4

S E R V I C E  A N D  M A I N T E N A N C E

4-1. WARRANTY.

NOT APPLICABLE

4-2. SERVICE.

NOT APPLICABLE

4-3. MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS.

The following procedure is recommended for incoming inspection
or periodic operational testing. (SELF TEST instructions are given in
paragraph 2-7.)
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4.4 MAINTENANCE.

4.4.1 GENERAL.

The following paragraphs contain general maintenance information
and brief instructions for replacing the fuse and the strobotron lamp.

4.4.2 CLEANING OF REFLECTOR AND COVER.

Since the inside of the reflector is well protected by the cover
and by the seal at the swivel arm, it is improbable that impurities in
the air will collect on the reflective surface. However, if it should
become necessary to clean the inside of the reflector, first pull the
reflector from the swivel assembly. Remove the cover by pushing on
the edge of the cover at each of the three fingers that clamp over the
reflector housing. Use a soft, lint-free cloth to clean the reflector
surface and cover. If necessary, moisten the cloth with water. Do not
use solvents of any kind, as they may mar the surface.
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4.4.3 LOOSE FREQUENCY DIAL.

If the frequency (RPM) dial turns when the range -switch position
is changed, the range -switch knob and mask are rubbing against the
frequency dial. Remove the scale-mask assemblv and reposition the
frequency dial. Refer to paragraphs 4.7.3 and 4.7.4 for detailed instruc -
tions. When mounting the scale-mask assembly, be sure to maintain
sufficient clearance between the mask and the dial. It is not necessary
for the mask to project above the rim of the frequency dial to obtain
adequate clearance.

4.4.4 CASE WILL NOT LOCK PROPERLY.

If the screws that fasten the side plates of the handle assembly
to the cover become loose, proper operation of the slide pins may
become difficult or impossible. Close the instrument and set the slide
pins in the lock position by moving the side plates up or down. Tighten
the screws on the side plate. Check operation in the open position.
If necessary, loosen the side plate screws and reposition these plates
slightly so the case will lock in both open and closed positions.

4.4.5 REPLACEMENT OF STROBOTRON LAMP.

To replace the strobotron lamp, remove the reflector from the
swivel assembly by pulling it away from the panel of the instrument.
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Figure 4-1. Side internal view of Type 1531 stroboscope with etched
board swung open.

Do not take off the reflector cover to replace the lamp. Make certain
the replacement lamp is fully seated in the lamp socket.

4.4.6 REMOVAL OF INSTRUMENT FROM CASE.
To remove the instrument from the case, open the case and place

the instrument with the panel in a vertical position. Make certain to un-
plug the power connector before starting the next step. Remove the four
screws from the side of the case opposite the panel and pull the instru-
ment forward. For access to the parts located on the panel, remove
the screw directly under the INPUT jack, and pivot the etched board
containing the power transformer away from the panel (see Figure 4-l).
Avoid damage to parts, do not allow the etched board to swing free.

4.4.7 REFLACEMENT OF FUSE.

To replace the fuse, first remove the instrument from the case
(refer to paragraph 4.4.6). The fuse is located near the front of the
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Calibration will  be performed in the AN/TSM-55V5 

mainteance calibration shelter.
instrument on the etched board (see Fl, Figure 4-2). Be sure to insert
a proper value fuse, as indicated in the parts list.

4-5. TROUBLE ANALYSIS.

4.5.1. GENERAL.

A General Radio Type 1806 Electronic Voltmeter, or any reliable
voltohmeter, can be used for most checks described in the following
paragraphs.

4.5.2 PRELIMINARY CHECKS.

If the stroboscope is inoperative, make the following simple checks
before removing the instrument from its case:

a Check that voltage is available at the power receptacle to which
the unit is connected.

b Check that the voltage and power-line frequency of the power
source agree with the data on the panel of the instrument. If conver -
sion for a different input voltage is required, refer to paragraph 4.5.3.

c Check that the range switch is not in one of the EXT INPUT
positions.

d Turn the instrument, off and turn it on again after 10 seconds.
(The thyratron may hold over if the instrument is in an EXT INPUT
position when a plug is inserted in the INPUT jack.)

Figure 4-2. Top internal view of Type 1531 Strobotac.
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4.5.3 CONVERSION FOR DIFFERENT INPUT VOLTAGE .

To convert from one line-voltage input to another, remove the
jumpers which interconnect the transformer windings. These jumpers
are located on the etched board. Connect the proper jumpers as noted on
the schematic diagram (see Figure 4-7). Terminals AT1 and AT4 are
those located nearest to the fuse. See Figure 4-2. The numbers are silk-
screened on the reverse side of the board. Insert a proper value fuse.

If the input voltage is changed, the plate on the panel, just above
the power cord, should either be removed or marked to indicate the
correct power input required. Recommendation: remount the plate
with the reverse side up and print new input requirements with an in-
delible marking device.

4.5.4 NO FLASH – NO DIAL LIGHT.
If the strobotron tube will not flash and the RPM dial is not ill-

uminated; unplug the instrument, remove it from the case, and:

a. Check for open fuse. If fuse blows when replaced, refer to
paragraph 4.5.5.

b. Flip power switch on and check for continuity between pins
of power-cord plug. If continuity check indicates an open circuit, check
power switch and continuity of the power input circuit.

It is possible that the pilot lamp is defective and there is also
some other difficulty preventing the strobotron from flashing. Refer
to paragraphs 4.5.4 and 4.5.7.

4.5.5 INSTRUMENT BLOWS FUSES.

If the stroboscope continually blows fuses (see Figures 4-1, 4-2,
and 4-7):

a. Make certain replacement fuse is correct value.
b. Make certain transformer is properly connected.
c. Check for accidental short circuits to ground at secondary of

power transformer (AT5), or +400-volt (AT17) and -400-volt (AT20)
lines.

d. Check for possible short circuits across C12C or C13.
e. Check for low back resistance of rectifier diodes CR1, CR2,

CR3, and CR4. Measure forward and back resistance of each diode.
(Measured values will depend upon type of instrument and scale used.)
The back resistance should be much greater – 100 times greater, for
example – than the forward resistance. (The +400- or -400-volt supply
will probably be low if diodes are faulty).

4.5.6 NO DIAL ILLUMINATION.

If the indicator under the RPM dial is not illuminated, but the
strobotron lamp fires, pilot lamp (P1, Figure 4-1) is defective. To re-
place, swing back the etched board (refer to paragraph 4.4.6) and unclip
the lamp socket from its bracket. The lamp can now be easily replaced.
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4.5.7 STROBOTRON DOES NOT FLASH.

If the strobotron lamp will not flash, but the pilot light is on:

a. Check that the range switch is not in one of the EXT INPUT
positions.

b. Turn the instrument off and turn it on again after 10 seconds.
The thyratron may hold over if the instrument is in an EXT INPUT posi -
tion when a plug is inserted in the INPUT jack.

c. Make certain the strobotron is firmly seated in the lamp socket
(refer to WARNING paragraph 4.4.5).

d. Check power -supply voltages (+250V, +400V, and -400V).
e. Replace V1 (5965) or V2 (5727).

4.5.8 STROBOTRON FLASHES ERRATICALLY.

If the strobotron lamp arcs at the base, the lamp is at the end of
its useful life and should be replaced.

a. If the strobotron fires erratically when the stroboscope is
triggered from an external contactor, the trouble may be due to con-
tact bounce at the contactor contacts.

b. If the strobotron lamp flashes at the same rate, regardless
of the RPM dial setting on all three speed ranges, potentiometer R3
(see Figure 4-1) is probably open-circuited.

c. If erratic firing continues, the trouble is probably due to hold
over and the strobotron lamp should be replaced.

4.5.9 NO INDICATION FROM CALIBRATION LAMP.

If the stroboscope flashes, but the CAL indicator lamp remains
out when the HIGH CAL and LOW CAL settings are adjusted (see Fig-
ures 4-1 and 4-2):

a. The CAL indicator neon lamp V5 may be defective. Remove
the instrument from its case and then remove the two screws that se -
cure the lamp holder to the instrument panel. Unsolder the lamp from
the terminals and replace with a new lamp.

b. The neon lamp V4 may be defective. Unsolder the lamp from
the etched board and replace with a new lamp.

C. Capacitor C3, or resistor R22, R23, R24, or R29 may be
defective. Replace if necessary.

4.5.10 INSTRUMENT CANNOT BE CALIBRATED.

If the stroboscope cannot be calibrated by following instructions
given in Section 2, OPERATING PROCEDURE, see Figures 4-1 and 4-2,
and check the following:

a. Tube VI (5965) may be defective. Replace if necessary.
b. If the unit cannot be calibrated at either the 3600 RPM or 900

RPM positions, check rheostats R1 and R5, and resistors R2 and R6 for
proper values.
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c. Check that the RPM control has not become loose and moved
with respect to the shaft of R3. If so, refer to paragraph 4.7.4.

d. Check capacitor C5 for proper value.

4.5.11  INCORRECT RATIO BETWEEN RANGES.

NOTE
In the following steps, the calibration settings are those to be
used with a 60 -cycle motor; if a 50 -cycle motor is used, ob -
tain corresponding settings from Table 4-1 or multiply the-
settings by 5/6 .

If the 6:1 ratio between frequency ranges is not correct within l%,
see Figures 4-1 and 4-2, and proceed as follows:

a. Setup a synchronous motor fitted with a disk, as described in
paragraph 4.3.3,

b. Remove the instrument from the case (refer to paragraph 4.4.6)
so that potentiometer R7 and R8 are accessible. These patentiometers
are located one on each side of the range switch on the etched board.

c. Allow the instrument to warm up for at least one hour.
d. Set the range switch to the 4000-25,000 RPM range and set the

RPM control to 21,600 RPM. Adjust the HIGH CAL control on the panel
to obtain a stationary pattern of 12 images.

e. Set the RPM dial to 5400 RPM and adjust the LOW CAL control
on the panel to obtain a stationary pattern of 3 images.

f. Repeat steps d and e until no further adjustment is necessary.
g, Set the range switch to the 670-4170 position and set the RPM

dial to 3600 RPM.
h. Adjust potentiometer R7 so that a stationary pattern of 2 images

is obtained. Check operation at 900 RPM by adjusting the RPM control
until the image is stationary.  The correct setting should be less than
one -half division from the 900 RPM mark. If the setting is not correct,
repeat steps d, e, f, and check setting again.

1. Set the range switch to the 110-690 RPM position and set the
RPM control to 600 RPM.

j. Adjust potentiometer R8 so that a single stationary image is
obtained. Check operation at 150 rpm. The stationary-image setting
should be within one-quarter of a division of the 150 RPM mark. If not,
repeat steps d, e, and f before checking this setting again.

k. If the above procedure does not correct the difficulty, try re -
placing tube V1 (5965), and check values of C4, C5, and C6.

4-6. TEST VOLTAGES.
Test voltages from tube pins to ground are shown on the schematic

diagram, Figure 4-7. Voltages are dc unless otherwise indicated.
Deviations of up to 20 percent from the stated dc voltage should not be
considered abnormal. Voltage ranges given for V1 are to be measured
with R3 (the RPM control) either fully clockwise or fully counter clock-
wise (refer to VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS on schematic diagram).
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4-7. REPLACEMENT OF MECHANICAL PARTS.

Although the stroboscope is designed for use in manufacturing,
test, and other areas where the working environment is often unsuitable
for precision electronic instruments, certain mechanical parts mounted
on the outside of the instrument case may eventually become contain -
inated or damaged. To replace these parts (see Figure 4-3), refer to
the following instructions.

4.7.1

Figure 4-3. Location and part numbers of mechanical parts for the
Type 1531 Strobotac.

REFLECTOR AND COVER.

Remove the old reflector by pulling it away from the swivel-
support assembly. Mount the new reflector sliding it onto the swivel -
support assembly until the spring-loaded detent button snaps into the
groove inside the reflector base.

To replace the reflector cover, remove the old cover by pushing
on the edge at each of the three flanges that clamp over the rim of the
reflector housing. Then, mount the new cover by pulling the edge of
the cover toward the rim of the reflector housing until the three flanges
snap securely in place.

4.7.9 SWIVEL-SUPPORT ASSEMBLY, PIVOT BLOCKS, AND WASHERS.

See Figure 4-4. To replace the swivel-support assembly:

a. Remove the reflector, the strobotron lamp, and then remove
the instrument from its case.

b. Loosen (do not remove) two nuts (A) and slide the two pivot
blocks apart. (The heads of the two screws (B) clamp the pivot blocks
in position when nuts (A) are tightened.)
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c. Unsolder the three swivel-support assembly leads (X, Y, Z)
and remove the assembly.

NOTE

If desired, the pivot blocks and washers may
now be replaced.

d. Position the new swivel-support assembly so that the strobotron
tube socket and leads (X, Y, Z) can be mounted as shown in Figure 4-4.

e, Insert leads (X, Y, Z) through the slot between screws (B),
and hold the swivel-support assembly in position between the two pivot
blocks. Slide the pivot blocks together and tighten nuts (A). The pivot
action of the swivel-support assembly may need adjustment; if so,
loosen one nut (A), adjust the corresponding pivot block, and tighten
the nut again.

f. Solder leads (X, Y, Z) to terminals (see Figure 4-4).

4.7.3 SCALE -MASK ASSEMBLY.

To replace the scale-mask assembly:

a. Set the range switch to the 4000-25,000 RPM position.
b. Loosen the two setscrews in the scale-mask assembly hub

and remove the assembly from the range-switch shaft.

Figure 4-4. Internal view of Type 1531
Strobotac. Lead connection terminals
and mounting of swivel-support assembly.
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c. Mount the new scale-mask assembly on the shaft and center
the 4000-25000 RPM window in the dial over the white panel segment
beneath the dial.

a. Tighten both setscrews securely.

4.7.4 DIAL

To replace the dial:

a. Remove the instrument from the case.
b. Set the range switch to the 4000-25000 RPM position and re -

move the scale -mask assembly (refer to paragraph 4.7.3, steps a and b).
c. Note the approximate dial setting and remove the dial from

the potentiometer shaft without turning the shaft. To remove the dial,
loosen the two setscrews in the dial hub under the instrument panel.

d., Mount the new dial at the approximate setting noted in step
c. Tighten one setscrew in the dial hub.

CAUTION.
The dial should not rub against the panel when rotated; allow

for a minimum clearance of 1/16 -inch.

e. Rotate the dial from the limit stop in one direction to the limit
stop in the other direction. Note the distance between the red marker
and both ends of the 4000-25000 RPM scale. (The ends of the scale
should travel approximately 1/4-inch beyond the red marker.) Adjust
the dial until the red marker is equidistant from both ends of the scale.

f. Tighten both setscrews in the dial hub.
g. Mount the scale-mask assembly (paragraph 4.7.3, steps c and

d,) and mount the instrument in the case.
h. Calibrate the stroboscope before making speed measurements.
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figure 4-5a
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figure 4-5b

Figure 4-6.



APPENDIX A

BASIC ISSUE ITEMS LIST

Basic issue items list will be published at a later date.
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APPENDIX B

MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CHART

Section I.

B-1. General
This Maintenance Allocation
bility for the performance of

INTRODUCTION

Chart designates overall responsi-
maintenance functions on the iden-

tified end item or component. The implementation of field main-
tenance tasks upon this end item or component will be consistent
with the assigned maintenance operations,

B-2. Maintenance Functions
Maintenance functions will be limited to and defined as follows:

a. Inspect. To determine serviceability of an item by comparing
its physical, mechanical and electrical characteristics with estab-
lished standards.

b. Test. To verify serviceability and to detect electrical or
mechanical failure by use of test equipment.

e. Service. To clean, to preserve, to charge and to add fuel,
lubricants, cooling agents, and air, If it is desired that elements,
such as painting and lubricating, be defined separately, they may
be so listed.

d. Adjust. To rectify to the extent necessary to bring into
proper operating range.

e. Align. To adjust specified variable elements of an item to
bring to optimum performance.

f. Calibrate. To determine the corrections to be made in the
readings of instruments or test equipment used in precise mea-
surement. Consists of the comparison of two instruments, one of
which is a certified standard of known accuracy, to detect and
a d j u s t  a n y  d i s c r e p a n c y  i n  t h e  a c c u r a c y  
compared with the certified standard.

g. Install. To set up for use in an
such as an emplacement, site, or vehicle.

operational environment
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h. Replace. To replace unserviceable items with serviceable
like items.

i. Repair. Those maintenance operations necessary to restore
an item to serviceable condition through correction of material
damage or a specific failure. Repair may be accomplished at each
category of maintenance.

j. Overhaul. Normally, the highest degree of maintenance per-
formed by the Army in order to minimize time work in process
is consistent with quality and economy of operation. It consists
of that maintenance necessary to restore an item to completely
serviceable condition as prescribed by maintenance standards in
technical publications for each item of equipment. Overhaul nor-
really does not return an item to like new, zero mileage, or zero
hour condition.

k. Rebuild. The highest degree of materiel maintenance. It
consists of restoring equipment as nearly as possible to new con-
dition in accordance with{ original manufacturing standards.
Rebuild is performed only when required by operational con-
siderations or other paramount factors “ and then only at the
depot maintenance category. Rebuild reduces to zero the hours
or miles the equipment, or component thereof, has been in use.

l. Symbols. The uppercase letter placed in the appropriate
column indicates the lowest level at which that particular main-
tenance function is to be performed.

B-3. Explanation of Columns

Listed below is an explanation of the column shown in the main-
tenance allocation chart:

a. Column 1, Group Number. Column 1 lists group numbers,
the purpose of which is to identify components, assemblies, sub-
assemblies, and modules with the next higher assembly.

b. Column 2, Functional Group. Column 2 lists the names of
components, assemblies, subassemblies, and modules on which
maintenance is authorized.

c. Column 3, Maintenance Functions. Column 3 lists the lowest
level at which that particular maintenance function is to be per-
formed.

d. Column 4, Tools and Equipment. This column shall be used
to specify, by code, those tools and test equipment required to
perform the designated function.

e. Column 5, Remarks. Self-explanatory.
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APPENDIX C

REPAIR PARTS LIST

C-1 .
This appendix provides a list of ( ) repair parts for main-
tenance support of the equipment. The parts along with their
descriptions are listed in tables C–1 and C-2 below.

C-2.
Instructions for requisitioning parts not identified by Federal
stock numbers require the following information be furnished to
the Supply Officer:

a. Manufacturer’s Federal supply code number.

b. Manufacturer’s identification number.

c. Manufacturer’s nomenclature.

d. Any other information as listed on parts list that will aid
in identification of the item being requisitioned,

C-3.
If DD Form 1348 is used, fill in all blocks except 4, 5, 6, and
Remarks field in accordance with AR 725-50. Complete form as
follows :

u. In blocks 4, 5, and 6 list manufacturer’s Federal supply code
number followed by a colon and the manufacturer’s part number.

b. Complete Remarks field as follows: Nomenclature of the
repair part and any other identification to assist Supply Officer
in procurement.

C-4.
The reporting of errors, omissions, and recommendations for im-
proving this publication by the individual user is encouraged.
Reports should be submitted on DA Form 2028 (Recommended
Changes to Publications) and forwarded direct to Commanding
Officer, Frankford Arsenal, ATTN: AMSWE-SMF–W3100, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. 19137.
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Table C-1. Repair Parts List

Circuit
symbol

C3
C4
C5
C6
Clo
Cll
C12
C13
C14
D1,2,3,4
F1,2
P1
RI
R3
R5
R7,R8
R20
S1
S2
T–1
T-2
VI
V2
V3
V4,V5

Nomenclature Mfg part No.

Capacitor 4860–7400
Capacitor 4860-7900
Capacitor 4860-7600
Capacitor 4860–7500
Capacitor 1531-4000
Capacitor 1531–0470
Capacitor 4450–0800
Capacitor 4450-2000
Capacitor 1531-4020
Diode 6081-1002
Fuse 5330-1000
Pilot  Lamp 5600-0700
Potentiometer 6010-0800
Potentiometer 0975-4030
Potentiometer 6010-2450
Potentiometer 6010–2200
Resistor 1531.-0410
Switch 7910-0200
Switch 7$90-1830
Transformer i)3~ ‘-4760
Transformer 1531-2000
Tube S3H-5965
Tube 8380-5’727
Strobotron 15!31_9601
Tube 8390–0300
Swivel  Support 1531–2020

Assembly.

klfgccdeNo,

24655

24655

v
24655

uantity

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

FSN

5910-842-2960
5910-842-2974
6910-842-2973
5910-842-2975
5910-538-7982
5910-893-0877  
5910–666-5627
5910-893-0879
5910–893-0873  
5960-082-7347
5920-131-9814
6240–057–2887
5905-964-9963
5905–893-0953

5905-823-3359
5905-100-7894

5930-893-0866
5950-893-0943
5950-893-0938
5960-272-8558
596Q-269-4762

6625-893-0948
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T a b l e  C - 2 . PARTS  LIST

PART NO FMc

CAPACITORS

MFG. PART NO.DESCRIPTIONREF NO

cl
u
(24
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
Clo
CII
c12A
Cl 2B
cl 2C
C13
c14
c15
c16

RI
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

R

:?0
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R2’S
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R31
R32
R33
R34

FSN

4406-3109
4860-7400
4860-7900
4860-7600
4860-7500
4400-1100
4400-4600
4860-7400
1531-4000
1531-0470
4450-0800
4450-0800
4450-0800
4450-2000
1531-4020

72982
84411
84411
84411
84411
78488
72982
84411
84411
24655
56289
56289
56289
8018.3
74861
72982
72982

01121
01121
2%55
01121
12697
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
2%55
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
01121
75042
01121
01121
75042
01121
01121
75042
01121

Ceramic,  O.01 pF f20z 5CHIV
Plastic,  O.0047pF  iIOz 600v
Plastic.  0.182 UF +I!Z 400 V

811, 0.01 yF t20z
663, .0047 KF *IO%
663,  0,182 PF *1Z
663, 0.0301 ~F +1%
663, 0.00523 PF il~
GA, 10 PF *1OZ
315GP6, 100 pF
663, .0047 PF *1OZ
663UW, 0.047  pF *1OZ
1531-0470

5910-977-7579
5910-842-2%0
5910-842-2974
5910-842-2973
5910-842-2975
5910-061-8236
5910-668-3%3
5910-842-2%0
5910-842-2973
5910-893-0877

Plastic;  0.030i  pF tl”z 40a V
P1astic, 0.00523 PF *IZ 400 V
Ceramic,  10 pF *1OZ 500 V
Ceramic,  100 pF *1OR 500 V
F’kistic,  0.0047  PF *IO% 600 V
Viscofilm, 0.047  #F *1OZ 1000 V
Viscofilm,  0.22 pF *1OZ 1000 V
Electrolytic,  50 pF 450 V
Electrolytic,  25 @ 45o V
Electrolytic,”25  IIF 450 V
Electrolytic,  4 pF 475 V
Viscofilm,  1.15 pF 10% 1000 V
Ceramic,  0.01 pF +80 -20% 2000 V
Ceramic,  0.0047  IIF iIOz 500 V

D28936
D28936

5910-977-2829
5910-977-2829

D28936
D32845
#2368  Visco Film
#3858
841, 0.0047  pF tlOx

5910-977-2829
5910-931-7073
5910-893-0873
5910-919-2510
5910-842-9584

4428-3109
4407-2478

RESISTORS

Potemiometer,  comrxmitfon  5 k~ +10% 6010-0800 JS5021
RC32GF123J
0975-4030
RC2OGF1O4J
53 MS, 2.5 M t20z
RC20GF335J
JU, 500 kS2 +10%
J(J, 500 kf2 *1OZ
RC32GG153J
RC20GF244J
RC20GF115J
RC32GF103I

59i35-964-9%3
5935-299-2549
5905-893-0953
5905-195-5761

Composition,  i2 kfl’  ?594 1 W ‘“ 6110 -3i25
Potentiometer,  composition  50 k$2 *2% 0975-4030
Composition,  100 k~  i5z 1/2  W 61OO-41O5
Potentiometer,  composition  2.5 m S2 i20~ 6010-2450
Composition,  3.3 mfl  t5z 1./2 W 6100-5335
Potentiometer,  composition  500 kSZtlOz  6010-2200
Potentiometer,  competition  500 ki2 ilOz  6010-2200

6110-3155

5’x15-279-1883
5905-797-3768
5905-797-3768
5935-299-2028
590 S-279-2521
5905-279-1868
5905-279-1719

Competition,  15 kQ :5%  1 W
Composition,  240 kil *5% 1[2  W
Composition,  1.1 mSl *5R  1/2  W
Campxaition,  10 kil 25% 1 W
Compmition,  8.2 kQ *5Z  1 W
Composition,  240 kS2 *5% 1,/2 W
Composition,  100 ki2 +5% 1/2 W
Composition,  510 kS2 +5S  1/2 W
Compmition,  24 kil t5g 1/2 W
Camuoeiticm.  1 kS2 t5%  1/2  W

61 OI3-4245
6100-5115
6110-3105
6110-2825
6100-4245
6100-4105
61 OO-4515
6100-3245
6100-2105
6120-4109
1531-0410
6110-3829
6100-4105
6100-4155
6100 -456S
6120-0515
6110-2685
6760-9279
6120-3105
6100-4155
6760 -%89
6100-5105
61OO-51O5
6099-5335
6100-1105

RC32GF822j
RC20GF244J
RC20GFI04J
RC20GF514J
RC20GF2431

5905-279-1718
5905-279-2521
5935-195-6761
5W5-279-2516
59Q5-279-1878
5905-195-6806RC20GF102j

HB, lIXI kn  *1OZ
1531-0410

Cbm&ition; 100 kfl”~~OR 2 W
Ceramic,  27 kS2 *1O% 25 W 5905-100-7894

59(35-299-2005
5905-195-6761
5905-279-2522
5905-279-2514
5905-252-5425
5905-299-2036
5905-794-3857

Composition,  82 kS2~10z  lW
Campmition,  100 kfl *5X  1/2  W
Composition,  150 kS2 *5X 1/2 W
Composition,  560 k52 +5% 1/2 W
Composition,  51 Sl *5X  2 W
Composition,  6.8 k~ *5Z 1 W
Wire-wound,  2.711  *1OZ 1/2  W
Composition,  10 kS2 *5Z 2 W
Composition,  150 k~ *5Z 1/2 W
Wire -wound, 6.8 Q *1OZ 1/2  W
Composition,  1 m$l i5R 1/2 W
Composition,  I mfi  *5Z 1/2 W
Cemp3sicien,  3.3 mf2 t5z 1/4 w
Composition,  1000 i5z 1/2  W

0fT2,

GB, 82 kSk *1OZ
RC20GFI041
RC20GF154j
RC20GF564J
RC42GF510J
RC32GF682J
BWH, 2.7 Q *1OR
RC42GF103I 5935-185-8516

5905-279-2522
5W5-930-2613
5905-192-0390
5905-192-0390
5905 -800 -395S
S905 -190-8889

RC20GF154j
BWH, 6.8 Q flOz
RC2OGF1O5J
RC2OGF1O5T
BTS, 3.3 M5i *5X
RC2OGF1OIJ

MISCELLANEOUS

J Choke,  680 pH *1OX
cR1 Diode, Type  1N3254
CR2 Diode, Type IN3254
CR3 Diode,  Type 1N3254
CR4 Diode,  T@ IN3 254
CR5* Diode. Tvve  1N3255

4300 -%00
6081-1002
6081-1002
6081-1002
6081-1002
6081-1003
5330-1000

5330-0703
1531-0490
4260-1030
5600-0700

99800
09213
09213
09213
09213
79089
71400

71400
2%55
82389
24454
04009
76854
24655
2%55
24446
33173
2%55
244%
24446

3500,  680 pH +10%
1N3254
1N3254
1N3254
1N3254

5%1  -082-3988
5961-082-3988
5%1  -082-3988
5%1  -082-3988
5%1-%4-5242
5920-199-9498

5920-933-5435

5935-683-2746
6240-057-2887
5930-989-5982

5950-893-0943
5950-893-0938
5960-272-8558
S%0-284-9285

6240-731-5071
6240-731-5071

1N3255
MDL, 0.5.4

. . .

F1 Fuse  115 V, 0,5A

‘ 23o V, 0.25  A
J1 Jack
J2 Jack
P1 Pilot light, TYFW 2 LAP-939,  6.3 V
51 Switch, Toggle,  DPST
52 Switch, Rotary  wafer
T1 Transformer
T2 Transformer

MDL, .25 A
1531-04%3
#ill
MAZDA  44
83053
VW H
0345-4760
1531-2000
5965

7910-8353
7890-1830
0345-4760
1531-2000
8380-5965
8380-5727
1538-9601
8390-0300
83 ‘XI -0300

VI N, Type  5965
V2 ?Mx?, me 5727
V3 Thbe,  Stroixxron,  Type 1538-PI
V4 ‘robe,  Type  NE-2H
V5 ‘ndle,  Type NE-2H

5727
1538-9601
NE-2H
NE-2H

*Palt  of T2.
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NOMOGRAPH FOR USE IN MEASURING
SPEEDS BEYOND THE FLASHING
RATE OF THE TYPE 1531 STROBOTAC

The nomograph on the following page can be used to determine quickly
the fundamental speed of an object from two successive submultiple images.

To use the nomograph, find the point on the X scale corresponding to
the highest flashing rate at which a true stopped-motion image occurs.
Then find the point on the Y scale where the next lower true stopped image
occurs. Hold a straightedge so that it intersects the X and Y scales at the
points plotted. The straightedge should intersect the n scale at an integer.
Multiply the X scale value by this integer to determine the fundamental
speed.

Example:

Suppose that the first true stopped-motion image is obtained at 20,000
rpm, the next lower one at 15,000 rpm. A line drawn through 20 on the X
scale and 15 on the Y scale intersects the n scale at 3. Therefore the fun-
damental speed is 3 x 20,000 rpm, or 60,000 rpm.
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By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

W. C. WESTMORELAND,
General, United States Army,

Official: Chief of Staff.
KENNETH G. WICKHAM,
Major General, United States Amy,
The Adjutant General.

Distribution:

To be distributed in accordance with DA Form 12-37, Operator require-
ments for Gun, 20-mm XM163; DA Form 12-40, Operator/Crew require-
ments for Gun, 20-mm XM167.

 U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1993 - 342-421/63381





Table C-2. PARTS LIST - Continued FEDERAL  MAN UFACTO RERS COOE

Fro. F.d.d  SuPply  Cd. 10. M.n.fa.i.  r.,.  Cdal.sins  lfmdk+eks  W-1
(No..  m Cad.]  o.d ff42 (Cod. b Nom,)  c, swpplm..!.d  A,..+  J...,  1967.F344. . DESCRIPTION PART  NO FMC MFG. PART  NO.

ETCNED  CIRCUIT  BOAROS
Cod. Man. f.cI.r.rs  Nmm and Address Cod.

80431

80583
80740
81073
81143
81349
81350
81751
81831
81860

82219

82273
82389
82647
82807
83058
83186

83361
83587
83740
84411
84835

84971
86577

66684

86800

8814D
88219
88419

88627
89482

M...  CIWWSNMCMC  and Addr.ss

Mass...  Mfg., VW.  of Magnmre Ind.  slrtes,  Inc.
Mount  Cannel,  EUmms

Am Fdtt.rcorp,,  Mtlwaukee, Wise.53218
Hmnmarlund  Co, In..,  New  York,  N, Y.
3ecfrnan  bwtruments,  fnc.,  Fullermn,  Calif.
Graytdlfnc,,  LaGr?.nge, IIL 60525
lsolanhte  Mfg. Corp.,  Stmling, N. J. 07980
Mdmmy  Spcclf  ications
]ofm  Arrny-Nav  Spec,flcatlons
Columbus  Eleccrom.s  Corp.,  Yonkers,  N. 1’.
Fdton  CO.,  Flusbmg,  L. L, N. Y
Barrv Controls  Div.  of  Farm  Wrizht Corm.

Code

0B192
0B194
00656
01009
01121
01295
02114

02606
02660
02768

03508

03636
03888
03911
04009

04713

05170

05624
05820
07127

07261
07263

07387
07595

07828
07829
07910
07983
07999

08730
09213
09408
09823
09922
11236
11599
12498

12672

12697
12954
13327
14433
14655
14674
14936
15238

15605
1.$237
1%44
19701
2133S
24446
24454
24455
2465S
26806
28520
28959
30874
32001
33173
35929
37942
38443
40931
421WI
42498
43991

49671
49956

8/68

Ik.anufactw.rs  Nom,  and Addr.ss

Jo.es 6% co.,  ~mw  L1lUI.IS
Walsco Electron,..  Corp.,  Lo. Angeles,  Calif.
Aerovox  Corp.,  New gedford,  Mass.
Alden  Prcd.cts  Ca.,  Brockson,  Mass.
Allen-Bradley,  Co.,  Milwaukee,  WiBc.
Texas  Instruments,  fnc.,  Dalla!J,  Tex.s
Ferroxculm  Corp.  of  America,

53021
54294
54715
56289
59730
59875
60399
61637
61864
63060

63743
65083
65092

3=wm.E1..tn.  c...s1.tilild,llll6270505
Sballcx’oss  Mfg. f%.,  Selme.,  N. C.
Shure Brothers,  fnc.,  Evanston,  111.
Sprague E1ectrIc  Co.,  N. Adams,  Mass.
Timrnasand  Setts  Co.,  Ebzabeth,  N, J. 07207
TRW  Inc. (Accessories Div),  Cleveland,  OfUo
Torrfngtm  Mfg. Co.,  Torrmgmn,  Corm.
Union Carbide  Corp.,  New York,  N. Y. 1C017
fhuted-Carr  Fastener  (imp.,  L&ton,  Mass.
Vkctoreen  Instrument  Co.,  2nc.,

Cleveland,  Ohm
Ward Leonard  Electric  Co.,  Mt.  Vernon,  N. Y.
Westmgbouse  (Lamp  Div),  Blo.m  field,  N. J.
Weston  Insmuments.  Weston-Newark,

FIS,  +5. OsciJlatorilligger 1S31-2700 2%55 1531-2700

Fig. 4.5b Switch  Circuit 1531-2710 2%55  1531-2710

MECHANICAL  PARTS

“OJal Assembly
scale  -Mask  Assembly
Knob AssemblyT
Swivel -Supp.mt Assembly
Reflector
Pivot BJock
Cover,  reflector
Sprbtg Washer

.,Washer
Fcmt, soft
Cover  Assembly
Case  Assembly
Hand.= Assembly

1531-1010 2%55 1531-1010
1531-1060 2%55  1531-1060
1531-1120 24655 1S31-1120
1531-2020 24655 1531-2020
1531-7002 2%55  1531-7002
1531-7110 24655 1531-7110
1531-7120 2%55  1531-7120
1531-8110 2%55  1531-8110
8020-0600 24655 8020-0600
5260-0760 24655 5260-0760
1531-2055 2%55  1531-20=
1531-1130 2%55  1531-1130
1531-2050 2%55  1531-2050

Saugerrles,  N. Y. 12477
FemvA  lab.  fnc.,  Morton  Grove,  111.
Arnphenol Electronics  CUIP.,  Broadnew,  Ill.
Fascex  Division  of  Ill.  TcQl Works,

‘-- ‘,” ----  111.60316
M Dept.,

Syracuse,  N, Y. 13201
Graybume,  Yonkers,  N. Y. 10701
PYr.film  Resistor  Co.,  Cedar  Knolls,  N. J.
C1amex Corp.,  New York,  N. Y. lCQO1

,Iectric  Co..

FiW 4.3

“..  . ..”...  ,

C. E. Semiconductor  Prtiuc Watenowm, f&s.  ”
Sylvan,.  Ifiectr~c  Products,  fnc.,  (Electronic

TI&  D,..),  Ernpormm,  Penn.
lndiana  %mern  and Mcdel  Works,  bPorc,  fnd.
Switchcratt  Inc.,  Ch,cago,  111.60630
Metals  and Controls  fnc,,  Attlebem,  Mass.
Mdwwkee  Resmtor  Co.,  Mdwmukee,  Wise.
Car. Fastener  Co.,  Cambr,dge,  Mass.
VIctorp  Engfneermg  Cmp  (f VECO),

3armzf,e1d,  N. 1.07081

New&k,  N. J.
Atlanhc  -India  Rubker  Works,  Inc.,

Chicago,  111.60607
Amperite  Co.,  Umiori  City,  N. J. 07B87
E!elden Mtg.  Co.,  Cbfcago,  111.60644
Brcmmm,  Homer  D., Co.,  %acon  Falls,  Corn.
Canfield,  H. 0.  Co.,  Clifccm  Forge,  Va. 24622
hssman  Mfg. Div.  of McGraw  Edlmn  Co.,

St  Lou,,.  M..

70563
70903
71126
71294
71400

7159+3
71666
71707
71744
71785

71823
72136
72259
72619
72699

7276S
72825
72962
72982
73138
73445
73559
73b9i3
73899
74193
74861
74970
75042
75382
75491
75608
75915
7fQBs
76149
76487
76545
76684
768S4
77147
77166
77263
77339
77542
77630

77638
78189

78277
78488
78553
7W389

7972S
79963
8CK330

Arrow,  HarI  and Hegeman  El
Hartford,  Corm.  06106

Motorola  Sam  - Co”duct  tiC&Ct

FhoenLx,  ArIz.  8ti08
Engineered  Electronics  Co.,  km.,

bra AIM,  Cafif.  92702
Sarber-Colman  Co.,  Rock6md,  111.61101
Wake  field  Eng., h..,  Wake field, Mass, 01880
Eagle Wgnal DIV. of E. W.  Bliss  CO.

Tpart of Scale’-Mask Assembly  (1531  -1060).
Bearing  Specml&  Co:,  ~“ Fr&cmco,  CalIf.
%1..  Electric  Cop.,  Warren,  Penn.
fhion Ca,rblde Cbrp.,  New  York,  N, Y. 10017
TRW  Capac,cor  Dw.,  Ogallala,  Nebr.
Lehvgh  Metal Products  COIP.,

Cambridge,  Mass.  021443
TA Mfg. Corp.,  Los Angeles,  ~bf.
Prec,s,im  Metal Prcxluct,  of Maiden  hC,  ,

3$oneham.  M.,,,  02180

Ce.tralab,  Enc.,  M,lwaukee,  WM..  53212
Contmemcal  Carbm  Co.,  h.,,  New  York,  N. 1’.
Cot. Coil  Co. hc.,  Providence,  R. L
Chicago  hfmmture  Lamp  Works,  Chicago,  111.
Cinch  M.@.  Co. and Howard R Jones DiY.,

cbiC~~O, 111.60624
Damell  Corp.,  L?d.,  Downey,  Cal,f.  90241
Electro  Mctive  Mfg. Co.,  W,lhmngtow  Corm.
Nytronics  Inc.,  Berkeley  Heights,  N. J. 07922
Dmlight  C..,  Brooklym  N. Y. 11237
General  fnstrumenr  Corp.,  Capacitor  Dw.,

Newark.  N. 1.07104

Bsr.fmo.  Wise. “-”’
Avmt  COW,, Culver  City,  Calif.  W3230
Fairchild  Eamera  and Instrument  Corp.,

Mountain View.  C.~ zlL,

Bmtcher Corp.,  No. Los  Angeles,  Ca2if.
Amer,can  Semiconductor  Corm,  A-n<--n- RCA (Electrical  Comporimc  and Devmes)

Harms...  N. 1.
. . ~.w  . . . .

He@ts  , 111.66304
Oodme  Corp.,  Bridgeport,  Corm.  06605
bdme  Electric  C..,  (licago,  111.  6B618
Cnntinmtal  Device  Corp.,  !fawthome,  Calif.
State  L&7. hi..,  N. Y.,  N. Y. 10023

Div..

continental  Rlectro”ics  Corp.
Brooklyn,  N.Y. 11222

Cutler-Hammer  Inc.,  LuIcofn,  111.
Gould  Nat.  Oatterm  Inc., Trcmon,  N. 1.
Cornell  Duhlbe.  Elect.,.  Corp.,

FUmt.av-Varma,  N. C.

Drake Mfg. Co.,  Ch,cago,  Iii.  60656
Hugh H. Eby, lm..,  Pnile.delpfda,  Penn.  19144
Elasnc  Stop  Nut Corp.,  Union, N. J. 07083
Erie  Technological  Prci!ucts  b..,  Er,e,  Penn.
Eeckman,  Inc.,  Fullerton,  C.bf.  92634
AMPer=  E1ectrOnlcs  Co,,  Hickmlle,  N. Y.
Carling  Electric  Co.,  W. Hartford,  Corm.
El..  Remstor  Co.,  New York,  N. Y.
J. F. D.  Electronics  Corp.,  Brc+klyn,  N. Y.
Heinemann  Elect.,.  Co.,  Trenton,  N. J.
Industrml  Condemer  Corp.,  CbIcagO,  111.
E. F. lo fmson Co..  Waseca.  Mmn.  56093

Arnpbenol  Corp.,  E.xg  Inst.
13elavan,  Wise.  5~115

Vemalfne  Fred, Co..  Franklin  Lakr-  ‘T 1 K and G M@.  Co,,’N&  York,  N. Y.
Hollzer  Cabot Corp.,  Sastor.,  Mass.
United Tram  former  Co,,  Chicago,  111.
Mallory  Capacitor  Co.,  fnd,anapolm,  fnd.
Westinghouse  Eleccr,c  Crop.,  Sasmn, Mass.
Hardware  Products  Co.,  Reading,  Penn,  19602
Continental  Wme Corp.,  York,  Penn.  174B5
In Cannon Elect.,.  fro.,  Salem, Mass.
Johanson  Mtg,  Co.,  Wonton,  N. J. 07005
Llamlfer  CO.,  Wethemf,eld,  Cmn.  06109
Dale Electronics  Inc.,  Columbus,  Nehr.
EICO  Corp.,  Willow  Grove,  Penn.
General  !nstrmnencs,  fnc.,  Dallas,  Texas
Honeywell  bw.,  Freeport,  111.
Electra  Insula[,m  Corp.,  Woodstde,

. . . . L.. ,.

General  Electric  Semiconductor,  E&al.,  N. Y.
Star-Tronics  Inc.,  Georgetown,  Mass.  01830
r!urxess RatteIv f!Q..  FreeDorr.  111

89665
90201
90750
90952
91032
91146
91293
91598
91637
91662
91719
91929
92519

92678

93332

93916
94144
94154
95076
951%
95238
95275
95354
95412
95794

96095
96214
96256

96341
%791
96906
97966

98291
98821
99180
99313
‘49378
99803

,.
‘m:dv  Corn.,  Norwalk,  C&n.  06857,“.
C, P.S:Of  Berne,  fnc.,  Berm,  fnd. %711
~andler  f3v8ns  Cm’P., W. Hatiord,  Conu.
Teledyn  LIIC,  , CIYSC.41OIILCS  ~..,

Cambr@e,  Mass.  u2140
RCA Cormnerc,al  Recewmg  Tube and Semi-

crmduct  or  D,..,  Wo.xf  ridge,  N .J,
Clams  fat Mfg. co. Lnc.,  Dover,  N.,H. 03820
Dtckson Electromcs  Cm-u., Sccitsti”l  - L--

lRC h-c,,  Fhdadelphm,  P=. 19108
Kulka  Electr,c  Corp.,  Mt.  Verncm, N. Y
Lafayette  Industrial  Electronics,  Jam.,..,  N,Y,
Lmde”  and Co.,  Providence,  R. L
Lmeffwe,  h..,  Des Planes,  111.  tOO1b
fmrd M@,  Co.,  Erie,  Penn.  16512
Malloy  Electmc  Corp.,  Detroit,  Mlch.  48204
lames  Mdlen  Mfg.  Co.,  Malden,Mas,.  02148
Mueller  Eleccric  Co.,  Cleveland,  L%m 44114
National Tube  Co.,  FittsbJrg,  Penn.
oak  6tfg. b.,  Crystal  Me,  111.
Patton  MacG.yer  Co,,  Providence,  R, 1.
Pass -Seymom,  Syracuse,  N. Y.
Pierce  Roberts  Rubber  Co.,  Trenton,  N. J.
Pos,t,ve  Lockw.asher  Co,,  Newark , N. J.
Ray-0-VaC  CO,,  Madison,  WiSC.
TRW,  Electromc  Component  Dw.,

Camden,  N. J. 08103
General  hmtmtnencs  COW., Brcmklyn,  N. Y.
Sbakeproof  Div. of  111. Tml Works,

Elem,  111.60120

,-l.  , . . . . . .

301itrom  Devices,  Tapp&  N. Y. 10983
ITT  Semico.&ctor8,  W.  Palm L&ch,  F10r16a
Cornell  Dubiher  Electric  Co.,  Newark N. J.
c.mntig  Glass  Works,  Cm-mng, N. Y.
General  fnswumem  Corp.,  HlcksvI1le,  N, Y.
ITT,  Semtcond”ctor  Div. of  fnt.  T, and T,

Iavrence,  Mass.

Long  Island,  N. Y.
EdgerCon, Gennesbausen  and Crier,

S&ton,  Mass.
Sylvan,.  Electr,c  Pr0d”ct6,  fnc.,

Woburn, ti,s.
Cramer  Prc”mccs Co.,  New  York,  N. Y. 1001J
Raytheon  CO.  ccmIpoIIeMs D,,.,  Qumcy,  him,.
TurIK  S01 Electric  Jnc.,  Newark, N. J.
Garde  Mfg, Co.,  Curnberland,  R. 1.
Al..  Electron,.,  Mfg. Co.,  Lawrence,  Mass.
Commental  Conmcmr  Corp.,  Woodw  de, N, Y.
ViC.anw2n,  h.,,  Br@epwt,  Corm.
Mechode  Mfg. Co.,  C61C.%0,  111.
General  Electmc  Co.,  3chene.ta6y,  N. y.
AIIscomfa American  Brass Co.,

CUtler-Hammer  2uc., Miiwmkee,  Wise. 53233
SVU.e  Fme Mica  Co.,  SPu.me  Pm, N. C.
LRC E1.sccrordcs,  Horseheads,  New  York
Electra  Mfg. Co.,  Independence,  Kansas  67301
Fafmr  Bearing  Co.,  New Briton,  Corm.
G.  E. Schenectady,  N, Y. 12305
G. E.,  Ele.rromc  Cmnp.,  ?,yrac.  se,  N. Y.
G. E. (Lamp Div),  Nela Park, Cleveland,  Ofuo
General  Radm Co.,  W.  Concord,  Mass 01781
Anmrman  Zenler b..,  Coma  Mesa,  Calif.
Hayman  Mfg. Co.,  Ke”ilworlh,  N. J,
Hoffman  Electronics  CorD.,  El M----  ‘--.’

S,gma fnstrumen;s  Inc.,  S.  Bramtree,  Mass.
stackpole  Carbon  Co.,  st.  Marys,  Penn.
Tinnerman  Products,  fnc.,  Cleveland,  Ohm
RCA,  Cornmermal  Recewmg  Tube and Semi-

conductor  Div.,  Harrmom  N, J.
W,remold  Co.,  HarTford,  Corm,  06110
Zienck  Mfg. Co,,  New  R~belle,  N. Y.
Prestole  Fastener  Div.  8,shop  and Babmck

Corp.,  Toledo,  Ofuo
Vmkers  fnc.  Electric  Pm-d.  DIV.,

s[.  lmum>  M..
E1ectromc  fndwstrms  Asset.,  WashingTon,  D.C.
S~awe  pr~c~  CO.,  N. A&ms.  Maw.
Motorola  Jmc.,  Frankhn  Park, 111,  60131
Standard ill Co.,  Laiqetre,  Ind.
E.mms  fnc.,  Rwers,  de, Calti.  92506

Torwtgmn,  CONI.
w-Q  DIV. of Aerovox  Cop,,  Orlean,  N. i’.
Texas  instruments  fnc.,  Dallas,  Texas  75209
Tbordarso”  -Melssner  D,..  of McGu,re,

“,,.. , w ,1,.

international  fkmess  Mi+ms  , Arnmnk,  N.Y
1..s..  Mfr.  Co..  CfucaKo.  111.  fQ6?Q. .
G.E.  Com~.,  CWmsbor;,  KY,,  42301
Cmaranta  Co.,  Mom.  19, Gue.
P,  R. Mallory  and Co. fnc.,  flldim,p.  b,,  Ind.
Marlm-Rmkwell  Corp.,  Jamestown, N. Y.
Homywell  Inc.,  Minneapolis,  Minm  55408
Mwer  Co.,  Chicago,  111,  60638
Nat,onal &. inc.,  U,]..,.,  Mass.  02176
Norma-Hoffman  Eearmgs  Corp.,

W.rdomf.  Cam.  069”  A

Mt.  Cannel, 111.
MKmw.ve  Asscaates  h..,  EUrlIn8tm,  Mass.
Ampbenoe  Corp.  Jrmesville,  w%..  53545
M,],t, ry Standanis
CR3 Electron,..  Dtv.  of Columbie  Broa.dcast-

~g systems,  D~vers.  M=s.
Sealectro  Corp.,  Marnarone.k.  N. Y, 10S44
North  Halls  Elearorucs  1...,  Cl.” Cove,  N. Y.
Tmnsmro.  Elecwmucs  CorQ., Mclrose,  Mass.
Varmn,  611 Hansen Way,  Palo Alto,  Cal)f,  94303
A[lee  Corp.,  Winchester,  Mass,  01890
Delevan  Electr<>mcs  CorP.,  E. Aurora,  N. Y.

80348

80131
80183
80211
80258
80294

n.
RCA,  New  York,  N. Y.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.,  Waltham, Masc.  02154
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